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Yes, the Sun is a pulsar
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Thirty-five years ago, Peter Toth asked here, "Is the Sun a pulsar?" [1].
The unequivocal answer from scientific measurements and observations
since the time Hiroshima was destroyed on 6 August 1945: "Yes, the Sun is
a pulsar."
As Kuroda [2] suspected, standing in the ashes of Hiroshima in August
1945, “The sight before my eyes was just like the end of the world, but I also
felt that the beginning of the world may have been just like this.” – p. 2
The same nuclear force in cores of U atoms that destroyed Hiroshima, is
the force in the core of the Sun that made our elements, birthed the Solar
System [3], sustained the origin and evolution of life [4], and endowed
mankind with intangible qualities - like creativity, faith, hope and love – and
the unalienable right [5] to self-governance to live happy, joyous and free.
That nuclear force is the fountain of energy from which chains of cause
and effect flow out of cores of galaxies and stars, causing the whole
universe to expand as compressed neutrons become interstellar hydrogen
atoms [6].
Since ejection [3], the edge of the solar system has moved about 18 billion
km (18 Gkm) from the Sun [7]. About ten billion, billion (1019) Earths
could now fit inside the gigantic “sphere of influence” of the Sun’s pulsar
core. The Sun induces abrupt changes in Earth’s radiation belt [8] and “has
been a driver of these systems more than we had any right to expect,” Dr.
Daniel Baker just reported at the AGU meeting on 4 December 2012 [8].
Past policies and technologies that ignored the dominant influence of the
nearby pulsar face increasing opposition and fear from the public [9,10].
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